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"You're a Toulouse, and you want to be a living High Cyborg, you have to kill a High Cyborg
from Toulouse! This is the order. This is the order that the Church has put in place to control every
city. In fact, this ancient and useless order could have been abolished, but the Pope preferred this
in order to maintain his dignity? Lu Zha Yin Yi Lu Serving Dye? an archaic rule." This is what that
pope told him.

And after this Pope had taken him on a tour of Western Europe, and after gifting him with

a terrible weapon, he left him to travel the earth on his own. And warned him of many things,
which is one of the reasons why he was able to grow up faster than others ......

"Ten years have passed in a flash. Ten years ago I was by your side accompanying you all
over Europe and I didn't know what you were looking for. But I benefited a lot from being by

your side and it was one of the key requirements for me to be able to advance to Senior
Biochemist in ten years! It was as if you could see into the future and knew that I would not wait

for the Golden Panther and the Lion alone to die of old age and be promoted."

"How can I wait for hundreds of years, I can endure and I can be cautious, but time will
drain away! How could I waste hundreds of years when I want to become an existence like yours!
Bigil lived for centuries, you told me he was an accident, but then you told me that Rohan lived

for two hundred years, when I knew that he was very young! I'll go mad waiting for hundreds of
years at a time, and I can't be any more careful than I am ......"

He had been hibernating for more time than anyone else and knew better the pain of
hibernation. So let him hibernate for hundreds of years, he can't bear it ......



It's a man, silent, like a mouse, living for hundreds of years, he would go mad too ......

Mohammed the Kathurian clasped his hands on his chest in devotional prayer, he was in
divine conclave with the Pope ......

"I don't know, that David is dead or not. I hope the first person I kill after I become an
advanced cyborg is him." Mohammed Katou said lightly after releasing his hand, the death on his
lips, in such a moment, became an understatement ......

He was no longer the cautious Mohammedan Katou from before, he was the crazy
Mohammedan Katou from Lin Hao's mouth!

Because in the next moment, Mohammad Kato pulled out a white scepter from inside his

own rib cage with a blood-colored gem as big as a baby's fist set on it, and if Bigir were here he
would definitely have let out a gasp of surprise and then revealed his fear ......

Because he had seen it ......

"Are you the only one who can release intimidation?" The male lion sneered. The mighty
pressure he had just released had overshadowed Lin Hao's, and by a lot.

Lin Hao sneered, a small trick.



Bigir was watching these two from the side and had withdrawn from the fight beyond the
range. He actually still wanted to see this Lin Hao's supposed power, after all a man who said he
killed Cang and killed Ancestor. An existence like Zu made him think that it was comparable to

the Pope. Of course only compared to the Pope, the strength is still weak compared to the Pope,
and much weaker ......

Hundreds of years of heritage made him strong too, but he felt he would never be a match
for the Pope ......

"What? No more sound? If that's all the strength you have, then give me a drink of water
down there!" The male lion moved, sound and shadow like the wind, a golden yellow piece like

the evening sun pressing in, and like the sky pouring down, the breath was terrifying, such hard
strength, very powerful, quite a bit more powerful than the holy ninja of the East.

"Is this the strength of an advanced biochemist?" Lin Hao looked at the male lion, the
expression on his face didn't change much, instead he met the male lion's claw and slapped it

fiercely.

The wind sped up, the huge force swept out a small spatial storm, the river looked like

another tornado existed, layers of water stacked on top of each other, then like a water pillar was
generated ......

In the distance a golden leopard stepped into the air and came running with a crazy surge
of power, very fast, a flash, the person appeared beside Bigir.

"Mr. Bigir." The golden leopard shouted respectfully, he was much more respectful to
Bigir, although there was also the flirtation from the lion's mouth, but when they met, he still put



on respect, there are some things that you only know the horror after you have seen them, you
know it from inside the corners of other people's mouths, are only know only words, scattered.
And the other side said too horrible, and you feel magnified, do not want to believe ......

And Golden Panther has seen Bigel strike ......

"Hmm." Bigil nodded faintly and stared at Lin Hao.

Golden Leopard looked at Bigir, how can he say this, he still didn't want to believe this
thing about Bigir running errands for Lin Hao. Why would such a powerful Bigir be so humble?
He was much, much more powerful than he and Golden Pao put together, and yet such a powerful
man was subservient to a Chinese man? This was unbelievable?

Chapter 1042

In the Golden Leopard's eyes, the strongest person in this world besides the Pope, and of course

besides the North American group, is Bigel! The other strongest people in the world, such as the
strongest people in China and the strongest people in the East, he thought were nothing ......

But he thinks that such a strong man, but willing to obey a Chinese? What the hell was he

thinking and doing? And everything is so natural?

Did it have something to do with the ancient prison? He shook his head to stop thinking

about it and instead looked to stare at where the lion and Lin Hao were fighting as he inquired, "Mr.
Bigel, who do you think will win? From the aura released just now, I think the Lion has
overpowered this Oriental in terms of aura. Just the hard strength I don't know, but from the aura



just now, I think that if the Chinese were that strong, the Lion would have already won, but of
course, it would have been a bit of a lopsided win ......"

The meaning of Golden Pao's words was that if Lin Hao only had such strength, he would
definitely not have won against the Lion. It was only because Lin Hao gave Mohammad Kato that

punch that made them all a little afraid that made him think that if the male lion beat Lin Hao, he
would definitely be injured too, but it wouldn't be big, it would only be a mess.

Compared to the treatment of the male lion, Bigel treated the golden leopard much more

seriously, "The Chinese people talk about the unity of heaven and man, which is related to their

Daoist tradition. What is the unity of heaven and man? This is something we will never

understand and we don't want to understand it. But to put it simply, it means that their strength is
mined from within themselves, just like the biochemical power that we unlock when we become
biochemicals. So their power may seem to come from nowhere, but it can be very scary. Because
unlike us, we can analyse the most terrifying limitations of our own power in terms of the

biochemical variety, but they don't have a limitation. They appear more technological than those
in North America ......"

Bigel explained seriously, at the side of the Golden Leopard listening fascinated, he did
not know much about the martial arts of China, and did not know the source of its power, but after
being explained by Bigel, he instantly understood a lot.

"So that's how it is." Jin Bao said in a daze, then looked at Lin Hao again, his face was
much more grave at this moment, no longer the contemptuous look he had before.

Inside his head he thought again, could the unleashing of Hua Xia's power to tap into be
combined with the growth of the biochemists to become stronger? Then he looked at Bigel again,
and the question that came to Benley's lips was swallowed back hard, it was a horrible thought
that he did not want others to know ......



Seeing the golden leopard's desire to speak, Bigel smiled and said, "Watch them fight and

see more of Lin Hao."

"Hmm." The golden leopard looked away, not looking at Biggil, somehow a little

weak-minded.

The golden lion's grip slapped directly on top of the air, a terrifying sonic boom exploded

out, driving this manic force, sweeping down and then hitting the river below exploding out in a

pillar of water tens of metres high.

The column of water rose violently and then fell violently again.

The surrounding fishing boats looked like they had fallen into a storm, and some of the

boats on the shore swung wildly. And above the luxury cruise ships, faced with the rain falling

wildly above the sky, they did not choose to return to their cabins, but watched the sky above,
with occasional flashes of gold, an artificial 'glowing battle' that they did not want to miss!

In the hearts of some of the aristocrats it even struck a layer, the battle of dignity between
China and F!

Of course if such thoughts were known to their Pope, or to the members of the Church,
they would have to be dragged into a small dark room, or even removed from their recognised

noble status ......



The pair of shiny eyes on the head of the golden lion fought with a hint of anger, just now
he and Lin Hao hit a hand, he himself obviously some power to catch up, which made him a little

annoyed.

But still, he said, "If you're only this strong, then you should go down and drink some

water!"

After the male lion finished speaking, the golden lion's head hair exploded and Lin Hao

felt the power around his body grow strong once again.

Lin Hao likewise gathered power and the water around his body twisted and then turned
into mist, making his entire body appear illusory.

Such a weirdness made the Golden Leopards stare in awe, something they couldn't do.

"It's moving!" Golden Leopard shouted in a small voice.

"It's so strong! And so spooky! It has that feeling the Pope gave me!" Mohammed Katou

said as he looked at Lin Hao through the water.

Naturally, he was talking about Lin Hao, not about the lion.



"But he's nothing compared to that terrifying and bizarre power of the Pope. Rather, it
kind of feels like the power that the power of the scepter in my hand has spawned. Huaxia is really
an ancient place ......"

Mohammed Kato stared carefully point blank overhead, this was the first time he had
gone to personally experience the scene of a high level cyborg fight and he would keep it in mind
as he would be fighting them soon!

In fact, his heart was still hoping to see a scene of two defeats, but he also knew all the

same that the chances of such a scene, would appear very small.

Because no matter what? The powerful Chinese, or the terrifying Chinese? The mighty

Chinese, or the terrifying Toulouse trio. Neither would all be injured, only one, either the Lion or
Lin Hao.

Chapter 1043

The residual red flashed and the golden light was like lightning in the sky. The people on top of
the cruise ship were amazed and horrified that this was a movement made by humans, they
couldn't believe it.

"Here it comes!" Lin Hao's body moved, the water Qi around him was instantly pulled

away, and in a flash, a golden light came pressing in. The violent force stirred up the water qi with
wind surges, and then the water mist broke apart as the golden claws attacked.

Lin Hao's long-clenched fist met up swiftly and incomparably in the black night sky, and
not much later, two rays of light exploded.



"Bang!"

A loud sound exploded in the middle of the sky. The male lion only felt his arm

trembling as he raised his head to look at Lin Hao, and found that Lin Hao only glanced at his

eyebrows slightly, with only a hint of strain. And the bones in his own arm were about to shatter.

He swallowed his saliva, feeling a little tricky now.

Lin Hao swung his fist away, a cold smile appeared at the corner of his mouth, then he
gathered his strength again and rose up, the water qi that spread out once again gathered at Lin

Hao's heels, the water qi turned into a layer of light, as Lin Hao surged, the water qi refracted out
several different rays of light, just as Lin Hao blasted his fist down, the water qi exploded once

again, this time not like the previous raindrop look, but an ice arrow whistled away.

The male lion's pupils widened, such a way of throwing a punch and the rain of swords

that came with it was something he hadn't imagined.

"Is this magic?" The Golden Leopard could not help but inquire as well.

Bigir shook his head and looked at Lin Hao's back, his mind finally coming to a

conclusion, this man was strong, very strong!



He had taken on a unique rhythm of his own between the way he rose and fell. At the
same time, he was also in awe. Perhaps this was the mysterious Eastern power, condensing water
qi into a sword rain, which had physical changes that could be explained by modern science. The
water qi was absorbed into the warmth for a short time and turned directly into ice sculptures,
which were sent out smoothly under the inertia of the previous power, as well as on top of Lin
Hao's power excitation, which took on the appearance of the present moment, although they
biochemists could not do an attack like this. What they can do is to turn into a beast and then

berserk their power, stimulating a terrifying power on top of their original power again, and at the
same time after turning into a beast, their power will assimilate with the power of the beast.

As mentioned earlier in this, there is a powerful limitation to their gaining the power of the
beast, which is that they cannot surpass the power of the beast itself. Of course they have the
aforementioned dismemberment in addition to such an attack after turning into a demonic beast.
It's just that such a way of hurting the enemy is used when fleeing or in a backwater battle ......

The rain of swords shot out frantically, the sharp coldness of which made the lion not dare
to shake its edge, but how would Lin Hao give him the opportunity to retreat. The black power
erupted wildly, colliding fiercely with the rain of swords, then breaking apart and finally falling

onto the river and the deck of the boat.

The falling sword rain oxidized once again, turning into watery air, only to solidify into
hail again under Lin Hao's black power, clattering onto the deck of the boat and the river ......

"Damn it!" The male lion roared, his face had been injured, only a slight bruise, but it still
made him feel humiliated.

"Dare you go head to head with me!" The male lion hissed, but still while dodging the
frantic attack brought by Lin Hao, he retreated ineffectively and was struck again, spilling fishy

red blood from the corner of his mouth!



The male lion's eyes were on fire, it had been years, thirteen years, and once again he was
injured, and at the hands of a Chinese man! He was furious!

He roared again, "Roar~!"

He was a lion, the king of all beasts!

With a roar, the other cyborgs staring at this place from afar trembled.

His roar directly shook the river and caused the cruise ship to lurch up. Avril was too
worried about Lin Hao and caused a momentary failure to do grab the guardrail, if not for Bastian
catching her in time, she was afraid that she would have been injured ......

Finkin-Gate is full of excitement and exuberance. Before the lion burst out breath, let the
nobles behind him all laugh at Lin Hao, but this moment! Lin Hao directly hit the male lion roar,
this is the roar of anger, is not willing, is not defeated!

Bastian looked at the excitable Finkin-Gate and laughed bitterly, feeling that he was still
no match for Finkin-Gate, who was simply a brain-dead fan of Lin Hao, a fanatical religious man!
Brainlessly believing in Lin Hao's terror, the only trace of sanity Bastian had left finally turned

into nothing at this moment, and inside his head, he also slowly thought that Lin Hao was already
invincible!



Only just as this thought came out, he had his doubts again, because, above the advanced
cyborg, there was the Church and the Pope ......

"I'll give you a chance to face your fears!" Lin Hao clenched his fists and black power

stopped pouring out wildly, the rain of swords in the air directly collapsed and turned into an ice
sculpture that smashed directly into the river water.

The water did not take long to bubble up with scarlet blood, the water? Isiwu Aiwuyi

served the ground? On the dead fish slowly emerge white belly ......

"Rampant!" The male lion was in a rage, golden head, golden lion hair frantically surging.
The golden power that came with it was quick, and in the blink of an eye, it reached Lin Hao's
heels.

The male lion's sudden outburst of power came directly in front of Lin Hao's heels,
making him extremely proud as he stared at Lin Hao and sneered, "Is that all you have in terms of

reaction speed? Then go to hell!"
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His voice was so loud that it could be heard throughout this side of the Garonne!

It was the sound of his catharsis, his resentment. It was the rage in his heart after he had
just been suppressed by Lin Hao, and now he was letting it out.



Aviel dared to stand still before she was able to stand on her feet, and the lion's roar made
her body go weak again.

From afar, Night One came to the banks of the Garonne River, watching the two mighty
forces collide in the sky, and hearing the lion's roar of rage, which, to his knowledge, was the
lion's impotent rage!

What was the use of such a roar?

And by his side, there was a man, that was the Black Dragon! Yifu Fuxi Yiyi Serves
Closed? Night One was helping Black Dragon in his sneak attack on the lair of the 'X'
organization, and after they saw such a scene, they couldn't help but run here in their busy lives.

Black Dragon looked up at the sky with respect in his eyes, "Lord Lin's power is once
again terrifying, he really is one of the two Gaijin of China!"

Night One naturally knew who the other Gaijin pride in Black Dragon's mouth was, it was
Jun Wu Regret. When he thought of Jun Wu Regret's magnificent back like that, Night One was
also filled with respect.

"That's why my big brother said for you to drive the organisation you're currently lurking
with to strike, it's definitely not wrong." Night One said smugly, not at all worried that Lin Hao

would lose in regards to the wildly pouring power in the sky.



Black Dragon's face was bitter, neither of them were at the decision-making level. Both
had their own big brothers, and Night One was definitely looking towards his big brother, but he
was definitely thinking of his big brother Jun Wu Ren. And he also knew that his elder brother

JunWu Regret was pursuing different things from the Lin family head, but after watching Lin Hao
act again, he also had the feeling that the Lin family head was still incredibly patriotic in his heart,
although not like his own elder brother, what he did, apart from revenge, nine out of ten things
were protecting China. But the Lin family master well, no matter whether it is to kill Cang so that
the Chinese martial arts community to relieve pressure, or to save Jun Wu Regret after killing all

the middle and high end forces of Eastern Japan with his own elder brother, is a real patriotic ......

Black Dragon did not bother to explain, but smiled. Then looked up at that side of the

sparring ......

"Heh." Lin Hao chuckled coldly.

Instead, he quietly looked at the male lion who had come to his heels at great speed within
his eyes, then his eyes went cold and his entire body exploded with countless black power as he

threw a punch!

"Not good!" Bigel suddenly roared in alarm, directly frightening Golden Leopard, who
was still complacently saying that the Chinese were weak in their sense of alertness, back to his
senses as he saw Lin Hao's two fists gather countless strength in an extremely short period of time
before striking down at the stallion's chest!

And the male lion was in the midst of his complacency because he wanted so much to
give Lin Hao a blow for revenge, as well as he thought he had struck a blow before Lin Hao, how
could he have thought that in this short huge force, in such a short period of time, Lin Hao would
be able to gather and that the speed of his punches would still be faster than his!



The next moment!

Lin Hao's fist blasted directly on top of the male lion's chest.

"Poof!"

"I don't!" After the male lion finished spitting out blood, he let out a shocked cry of rage,
completely disregarding the pain caused by his injuries, and tried hard to slap down the blow he

was about to get.

However, Lin Hao only slightly dodged and evaded this terrifying strike from the male

lion.

The claw fell short, followed by a flash of shadow, and Lin Hao stomped down hard on

the male lion's head!

The air emitted a sonic boom, and the male lion was directly smashed towards the ground
at extreme speed, a few seconds later. The river surface thumped and instantly the waves were

huge, more powerful than a cannonball hitting the water and exploding out.

"Advanced biochemist? That's all it is. Weak combat awareness, weak alertness, no
defensive capabilities, if all advanced biochemists are like this, then it's even worse than the
Mohammedan katou that you guys can't look up to in your mouths." Lin Hao clapped his hands as



he walked out from the black air, his black suit surprisingly not even a single wrinkle, the whole
person was as well-groomed and formal as if he had attended a high-class banquet, not at all like
he had experienced a battle between super powerhouses.

Bigel looked at Lin Hao, at this man, this young man in his twenties, at this very moment,
arrogant beyond compare! And domineering beyond measure!

The cold hatred inside his eyes was dead on, and Biggil's scalp tingled slightly; Lin Hao
already knew about the test he had just made, and the ruthless strike against the lion, I'm afraid,
was meant to be a warning to him. Bijir was chagrined for a moment, but it was only a brief
moment before it flickered away ......

He knew that Lin Hao would not lay a hand on him, nor did he know that Lin Hao would

not go after the lion. Because he still needed them to snipe the siege of Mohammedan khattus ......

"Mr. Lin is really powerful, I'm impressed." Bigir flew to Lin Hao's side, looking at the
handsome young man in front of him, his heart was still in shock, after all, he was still a young
man in his twenties, nowadays, his strength had already become a powerful person.

Golden Leopard swallowed his saliva, the dignity of a strong man, at such a moment,
trembled slightly as he flew forward, his face glowing with bitterness as he said with

incomparable respect, "Mr. Lin's strength is above mine, this makes me ashamed of myself even

after living for almost two hundred years."

Faced with Golden Leopard's flattery, Lin Hao nodded his head for a generation with a

sloppy nod as he looked at Golden Leopard who had risen from the water ......



Chapter 1045

The golden leopard's pupils shrank and unconsciously spoke out inquiringly, "Bigir, will he kill
the male lion!" Staring at Lin Hao's figure, looking at Lin Hao's hatred as well as majestic aura,
Golden Leopard's wariness was overwhelming, he and the male lion were supposed to be a mutual
achievement, if he didn't have the male lion, he would be a rabbit to be slaughtered at will in the

eyes of Bigir in the future, this was something he was not willing to face even in death ......

Bigil spoke out to calm him, "Mr. Lin will not kill the male lion, and you should not blow

up and get angry. Of course even if the two of you were to come together, you would not be a

match for Mr. Lin."

After hearing this, Golden Leopard ate and looked at Bigel. Both of them were no match

for him? How could Bigir be so sure, could it be that in his eyes, he and the lion couldn't help
him? The Golden Leopard only felt a strong blow to his heart, the confidence of being a
superpower, an existence under one man and above all others. In Toulouse, apart from Bigir and

the Church, he was the king, but now this pride of the king was trampled on for a time, and to be
honest, it hit him very hard ......

And he looked again at the bottom of the Garonne River, and his heart grew even more

worried about how this would work. Mohammed Katou was about to become an advanced

biochemist, and at this juncture the male lion was still injured. He was not a brainless man like the
Lion, a man like Mohammad Qatou would never risk his life, and he had the Pope behind him, he
had even grown up with the Pope for a while, how could he believe that such a man, if he
advanced to Advanced Cyborg, would be as uneventful as the Lion.

And again, this was in the Garonne River, and Mohammed Katou was still a biochemist of

the aquatic variety. When the time came, the power he would explode with would certainly be

more powerful than what the two of them would explode with. And the two of them had the



condition of having to kill Mohammed Katou! If they didn't kill Mohammedan Kato at the first

opportunity, the four of them would be 'invited' by the Church to fight one-on-one in the
Colosseum, and only if one of them died would they be released! That would be like seeking

death! And after this duel was over, it didn't mean that their duel was over, if someone wanted to
break this order, they could also two-in-one pit another one, the Golden Leopard was actually very
afraid of Bigir and Mohammed Katou. How can I put it, these two are simply too similar in many
ways, mysterious, careful and cautious, not bothering to do many things, yet knowing many

things, and also having powerful forces ......

Of course, all this subsequent stuff stems from this damn church order! Without this order,
they wouldn't have had to go along with decapitating Lohan, and if Lohan was still alive, with
Lohan's temperament, he stallion Lohan three, three people wouldn't have had to fear Biggle.
Nowadays they have nothing to do with Bigir, no matter who advances to senior biochemist. It
even gave Golden Leopard the feeling that even if the entire underground world of Toulouse was

turned upside down, he, Bigil, would still be Bigil. What was even more terrifying was that he

thought that dead Bigil was still alive when he arrived ......

"Biggil, do you think the three of us would be his match?" Golden Panther asked jokingly.

Bigir couldn't see clearly what Golden Leopard meant, but he didn't open his mouth to
answer to such an enquiry from Golden Leopard, but looked at Lin Hao.

"Mr. Lin, I'll watch Mohammedka for you? Xiyi Ai Serving Yi Lu Zero Yi? apprentice."
Bijil said with a smile.

Lin Hao lightly hummed, then directly flew down, as for the lion in the water, the golden
leopard in the air, he was not in the mind. The momentary passing of Mohammed's katou breath
in the water just now made Lin Hao feel that this man was really crazy, he actually wanted to kill
the male lion from this brief moment, but that flash of terrifying eruption just now, Lin Hao was



very curious, the power that erupted just now was very strange, not like the power that a
biochemist erupted with.

"What kind of a power was that? How could it be so treacherous?" Lin Hao landed on top
of the deck and watched as he burst out of the water and then straight through the sky, he was
badly injured, his head was cracked and one eye was bursting with blood.

Lin Hao stared at his back, narrowing his eyes as he looked at the river bottom, "Could the
lion really have been sneaked up on underwater? But that kind of underwater speed is all beyond

my reach. I'm afraid that the speed of the Aquatic series of biotics in the water wouldn't be that
fast, right? Could it be a paleontological species?"

"Forget it, it's just a matter of days. If that day, this group of people makes me extremely
uncomfortable, I will kill them all under the adventure of the Extreme Dao state!" Lin Hao's gaze
was sharp as he stared at the foolish people at the bottom of the lake and said fiercely.

The heart of rebirth, he wouldn't miss it again no matter what!

"Haha, Mr. Lin. You are simply too powerful! I knew you wouldn't lose for sure." Finkin
Gat did not care about the rain from the sky contaminating his wounds and causing secondary
damage.

Lin Hao collected his god and returned, while Ai Weier had already run up, your pretty
person who cried into a tearful look, looked at the surrounding crowd of nobles, but looking at Lin
Hao at this moment, none of them dared to think otherwise!



Chapter 1046

One of the three myths of Toulouse, just now one of them knocked down from the sky underwater,
and Lin Hao stood in front of them intact, and that mythical figure, incomparably wretched, fled,
seeing the sky shining with golden light, and at a glance it was clear that countless superpowers

were overhead, and yet Lin Hao went up and came down just like a gaijin? Flicking and dyeing

the earth to close the west grasping the cover? No one could stop it!

Those who had previously said something about Lin Hao not being able to make it and
being humiliated by their senior biochemicals were now hiding behind, all shivering in fear. One
of the leaders is Yang William, although he did not just hold a fluke, but Lin Hao came back from
the air intact, in his heart caused a horrible effect, simply too big ......

The first heir position is afraid to lose, he is incomparably bitter, red and swollen face, a
piece of bruise a piece of purple, from time to time the foolish pan smile, look at his side are a
little scared, private conversation, said Yang William people are scared silly ......

Bastian stood beside Lin Hao, a feeling like a world away from the bottom of his heart,
the original from his world change, but is so simple, just a person.

"Mr. Lin Hao! It was my confusion before!" Bastian slapped himself hard after he finished,
his voice was loud and his eyes were sincere.

Lin Hao nodded and looked at Avril, who was crying into tears, and said to Bastian, "Put
the party together, and I'll pretend that what happened before never happened."



"Yes, yes, yes, it will be held very grandly." Hearing Lin Hao's voice, Bastian felt like he
had heard the sound of God's voice of Brahman coming down, and replied with immense

excitement. The stone at the bottom of his heart was finally put down, and as soon as Lin Hao did
not say that he would not surrender to him, he did not feel much security in his heart. Because for
such a strong man, even if his own sister married him, it would be a woman marrying him, not
much to do with him as a brother.

How much kinship is there inside the deep courts of the gentry? This side of the West is

still the emotions brought about by the interests between the nobles, if there were no interests
involved, it might be that after eighteen years of age, they all go their own way and the sky is the
limit for you. The parental love of a poor family can be forgotten, not to mention the love between
brother and sister. At this time he would remember what he had heard told in the East about

kinship.

It says 'continue for the glory of your ancestors, and be busy for a hundred generations to

come', a phrase that they, the sons and daughters of the family, do have, but the average family,
really, does not. But this is true of every family in China. The glory trail here is just living to have
food to eat, and the hustle in this can be just to have food to eat for future generations. And unlike
them, it's not a family business, it's all individually for the family this kind of ......

Huaxia is really a magical mysterious and have great community, they, more like
uneducated beasts. It reminded him of something, the civilization of the western world is like

going backwards, with the shell of homo sapiens, but without the habits that homo sapiens should
have, all developing step by step towards a barbaric society ......

"Don't worry Mr. Lin Hao, we will definitely make the banquet celebrating your

becoming a noble a great success and get the attention of the church in one fell swoop! Become a
member of the Church's noble list straight away!" Finkin Gatt said like he was inviting credit,
only when he finished speaking, Lin Hao's eyes lit up.



A member of the Church's Noble List, he had heard of this term before. Bob was a
member of the Church's Noble List, but Porter was not. As for Bob's explanation to her Bob
himself wasn't sure why he was and Porter wasn't. This made Lin Hao speechless and felt that

Bob was like an old fool, the more he came into contact with him, the more he felt that he was not
like a nobleman or a successful businessman, but like a second generation who had inherited a

family fortune and was capricious ......

"Tell me something about being a member of the church's nobility list." Lin Hao's eyes
were as brilliant as a river of stars as he inquired, his expression serious beyond measure, his eyes
still tinged with excitement. This made Finkin Gat look thrilled beyond belief, feeling that he had
another chance to perform.

Still, Lin Hao gently patted Avril's back to calm her down as he enquired about this. Lin
Hao was really helpless to Ai Weier, you say at this time directly push away, but also feel too
inhumane, just do not push away him, he also felt a lot of psychological pressure, very
overwhelmed. It was really an incomparable torture inside. He felt that it would be nice if

someone helped him share some of this so-called 'peach blossom' at this time ......

Anna looked at such a happy look, her heart was sour beyond belief, and tears flowed

down again without argument. The heart is very hard, unbearably hard, suppressed can not even

breathe.

"I'm just so worried about you." Avril wiped her eyes with a tear, and after she finished,
her eyes bagged low and she looked away, as if she was shy. Then ran out of Lin Hao's arms ......
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Her face was lightly made up, so her make-up didn't get smudged under such weeping. Such
delicate and fine skin would be the envy of any woman, right?



"You're not hurt, are you? Let's go to the hospital now and have it checked, shall we?"
Avril said with a pleading tone, she knew that Lin Hao had won and knocked the lion down from

the sky, but she didn't have an accurate scientific basis to know whether Lin Hao was injured or

not, so she couldn't put the new one down.

Lin Hao's mind was on top of things about how to become a member of the Church's
nobility, so he didn't really care about Avril's worry and said slightly perfunctorily, "He didn't
touch me."

Just as he finished speaking, Ai Weier's hands and feet hurriedly felt around his body,
scaring Lin Hao into taking a few steps backwards and looking at Ai Weier in shock, "I, I'm not

hurt, nothing at all is wrong."

Avril and the others all poofed at Lin Hao who reacted so greatly, while Avril was relieved
to see such a nimble Lin Hao, and then looked up at Lin Hao with an adoring, admiring gaze,
"You're amazing."

This true confession made Lin Hao a little embarrassed. He opened his mouth and said to

Finkin Gatt, "Tell me about the question I asked earlier."

"Oh, good, good." The reason Finkin-Gate didn't open his mouth to explain directly just

now was because he saw Avril's worry, and he was afraid of disturbing Lin Hao's emotional
interaction with Avril. Although he didn't put beauty on his lips much, he still liked good looking
girls all the same, the reason why beauty didn't affect him very much was all because of Jenny,
he had grown up with Jenny and her beauty had stunned his perception of beauty, so he wouldn't
be as obsessed with female sex as the average aristocratic youth. After all, the previous
Finkin-Gate was very arrogant and knew that Jenny's future was definitely his own, so he didn't



worry much about the issue of women, but well, now Jenny even if she helped in his bed he

wouldn't dare to act as a non-......

The same he is also a young man, not much experience in love, just have not eaten pork,
have not seen a pig run? And he likewise thought that becoming a nobleman would have been a

simple matter for Lin Hao to nail down, how could such a simple thing disturb Lin Hao's
relationship with Avril?

"After the assets have reached a certain level, and after the family has reached a certain

level of strength. The church will send instructors over to vet the strength of the invited party, and
when they have finished vetting and approved it, they will become a member of the church."
Finkin Gat explained seriously.

Only Lin Hao frowned as he listened, he knew all this, he wanted accuracy! Not an
ambiguous existence.

"Be precise." Lin Hao inquired.

This time a bitter look appeared on Finkin Gat's face, the exact point was something he
really didn't know, he looked to Bastian and found that Bastian was also shaking his head. How
can they say this, they simply couldn't imagine that Mr. Lin Hao, who was so powerful, cared
about such a simple thing? It caught them a bit off guard ah.

This time in the corner? The intentionally closed zero ground whisked Shan Ai Wu? The

face of William Yang hurriedly ran up to explain.



This issue he has the most say ah, their family settled in Toulouse, step by step to become
a noble, then step by step to become a middle-class noble, now is the impact of the senior noble,
but they know in their own hearts, they became a middle-class noble, has been the top of the sky,
they are after all not F country blood. In his grandfather's words, the different surname called the
king, that is, similar to the existence of the viscount, how to rise again, is hovering above the
viscount, dispensable existence ......

"When the assets reach five billion euros. The church then goes and sends faculty over to

audit whether the assets have really reached five billion. This is the minimum requirement to

become a noble. But it's just a minimum requirement, it doesn't mean that if you reach it, you
can just become a noble. If the assets only reach five billion and nothing more, then one has to
pay the church fee for ten years, which is the entrance fee. Only after paying the full ten years
would one be eligible to be promoted to the lower rank of nobility within a group of five
billionaires. This is a pure asset, and a pure asset that does not contribute to Toulouse society, and
to the Church. If, on top of this asset, you are engaged in biomedical science and technology, the
Church is the one that will take you under its wing and run your group with the Church if you
achieve certain results, and you can become a noble directly. There's also paleontological research
and the like ...... Of course these are far off, to be more realistic. That's where the net assets reach
ten billion and you pay enough money to become a noble directly as well. But this amount is very
huge, to a tenth of the assets! A whole billion. Of course instead of paying such a large entry fee

all at once, you can also pay the same as five billion assets to promote to nobility, slowly, paying
for five years to reach it. After becoming a low-level noble, you will be given the resources of the
church. The powerful churches are full of extremely intelligent nobles, and you can work with

them in the churches that bring together church members... it's a chance to open up the market
fast! But that's not what everyone's heart is set on, what everyone's heart is set on is the blessing
of the Church! And the Church Biological Hospital!" William Young said a lot in one breath.
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When speaking of the Church's Biological Hospital, both Finkin-Gate and Bastian nodded

frantically and then said in unison, "One of the reasons why the Church makes people pay so much
money and still manages to attract people is the Church's Biological Hospital! This hospital, if
you're not a member of the church, even if you have money, the church's biological hospital
won't help treat you! And the Church's biological hospital is so powerful that the ancestors said



that the myths of Toulouse, the reason why they are myths, is because they all suffered from the

Church's biological hospital to be able to live that long ......"

Lin Hao's whole body was excited after hearing this. This Yang William said in too much

detail, although there was also a lot of nonsense. But how to become the exact law, and the

considerable revenue the church brings, makes him very, very satisfied!

The Church's biological hospital belonged only to the Church. No wonder Jiu Tian Xuan
had asked himself to come to theWest to find the method, instead of sending Shen Xiyan to a top
hospital in the West for treatment.

Listening to William Yang's account, Lin Hao also knew why the Church's hospital was
reluctant to face the world. It was because being a hospital was supposed to make money, but the
Church was not short of money at all! Every year they were able to collect a horrible amount of

money from membership fees, they were not short of money. And Lin Hao also gently thought

about it, for example, would a powerful being like him go to solve flash floods and rescue

hostages every day? Definitely not, because what he was going to do was definitely something

more interesting ......

Seeing Lin Hao's eyes light up and the look of still wanting to know, Yang William took

a breath and then said.

"Of course a man of your strength has actually reached the qualifications to join the church.
No matter the assets, or the terrifying strength. It's just that my father told me a hidden secret, and
that is that a being as powerful as Bigir, he doesn't belong to the Church!" Young William said the

end was lying on Lin Hao's ear.



This piece of news directly put Lin Hao a little blinded, Bigir lived for hundreds of years,
old mythical man, he would not be a church personnel, this ......

Lin Hao looked up at the sky, looking through the black pressed starry sky at Bigir sitting

in mid-air, he also looked down and after seeing himself, revealed an old man like kind smile, in
this, is there any hidden secret?

Lin Hao did not directly fly up to ask, Bijir's defense against him Lin Hao knew, Lin Hao
had not had a defense against such a person? This was a secret of Bigir's that Lin Hao knew, and
if Lin Hao went up to ask directly, wouldn't that mean that Lin Hao would lose this hidden secret
that he had seemingly obtained inadvertently.

He shocked Bigir, but also just let Bigir for their own work seriously, but not really at
once let Bigir die, he does not want to contradict himself, not how afraid of himself, but simply
happens to do the same thing with himself, and then by the way low voice to follow their own do

something, if do not comfortable, who knows what the consequences?

When the male lion provoked himself, Bigir was watching.

Now that he is not under the jurisdiction of the Church, and now that he has nothing to

threaten him in the whole of Toulouse, who can say if he takes offense and just runs away?

A centuries old fox, or a free old fox, is no less dangerous than a pale one who has
lost ......



Of course the two do not make too much conflict, Lin Hao will not put himmuch in mind.
In fact, he also knew that Bigel would not have treated Lin Hao as an antagonist if he knew that he

would not lay a vicious hand on him ......

This news, however, was important.

"Say some more useful news." Lin Hao understatement? Wu Di closed Wu Serving Zero

Lu steak? Bringing it over, he then asked.

Yang William paused, having told Lin Hao such great news himself, and finding that Lin

Hao seemed only mildly curious afterwards, and then didn't care much, which caused his fluke

to let go straight away, his heart paroxysm was incomparable, and he just prayed that Lin Hao

wouldn't cause him too much horrible damage afterwards ......

"The Church's faculty has an uncanny sense of smell, he'll be visiting the Porte Group
during the course of tonight, you just have to wait in your own company. But they are arrogant,
more so than the average biochemist." William Young said in desperation, desperate but serious
nonetheless.

Just as he said this, he seemed to remember something and continued, "With assets you

can join the church by entering the ranks of the nobility. But it is also possible to enter the Church
with the strength of the underworld, but that strength has to be terrifying, very, very terrifying to
enter. And as far as our family knows, in fact I feel it should be known to the entire nobility of

Toulouse. After reaching a certain level of strength in the underground world, the church will have
instructors who will give away biochemical potions that can cause a person to become a half-orc,
and a half-orc is the previous stage to becoming a biochemical." William Yang spoke seriously

and explained.



Lin Hao nodded heavily after listening to it, and William Yang's last explanation made
Lin Hao sit down with all his knowledge of biochemists and his previous suspicions.
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It was true that one of the stages before becoming a cyborg was being a half-orc. And the reason
for Bob's previous ambiguous narrative is all because Bob doesn't really understand, after all,
Bob became a nobleman all or thanks to the care of his ancestors, let him understand these things,
simply not his brain can figure out ......

So Lin Hao also learned in the first place the reason why 'X' Mohammed Katou could

become such a powerful existence. And he suspected that there were still cyborg powerhouses

inside the 'X' organization ......

Finkin Gatte's face was a bit unpleasant, forcing out a smile and slapping William Yang on

the shoulder, "Well done." How to say it, this thing is he proposed, but then, Lin Hao obviously
very much care about this in their view, but right, he thinks they are so powerful status and very

high should not have to care about the problem, unfortunately. Eager to perform, he saw every

missed opportunity and he felt bad inside. Especially when he was shown up by this William

Yang, he was even more upset in his heart.

Lin Hao walked to the very top of the cruise ship and looked into the distance, the dead
fish flooded the surface of the Garonne River, the smell of blood gelled, his fight with the lion had
created quite a bit of destruction in this section of the Garonne River, but how can I say this, when
it comes to fights at their level, where something is not destroyed ......

"Tonight the church auditors are going to the Porte group. And since I don't have time to
manage the Porter Group, I directly asked Bob to go and help assist first. I thought I would just



hang out a name and give the Porter Group to Bob after it was done, but now it seems that I really

need to go to the group and see for myself." Lin Hao murmured to himself as he looked down.

His gaze was placed on the shore, and he saw Night One and Black Dragon. Then his gaze
was set farther away again, not far from here, there were several small scale firefight sites, where
there were even junior biotics making battle noises, it seemed that the group Black Dragon was in
had joined in.

"Mr. Lin Hao, what are you looking at?" Finkin Gatt, who was following behind Lin Hao,
enquired.

Lin Hao's gaze did not close over, but looked at the locations of the firefights, he was
ready to strike and settle them, although the Black Scorpion organisation's retaliation was no threat
to him, but when he heard just now that these organisations might have the support of the Church

behind them, Lin Hao felt it was best to settle them before it was too late.

"In the distance, 'X' Organisation and the Topan Organisation and a strange organisation

are in a firefight, and as I have a grudge against both 'X' and the Topan Organisation, I am going

to take care of them all." Lin Hao said to Finkin Gatt.

Why did he tell them both, when in fact it was still phased by the identity of the

organisation underneath. If his assets reached five billion ten billion and then he had a good

organization under his hand, he would get into the church with half the effort, and doing all these

things, he felt? Covering the whisker Wu Lu Er land dye? s handy. It was only that he had no

more available people under his own hands, Night One entered the new investment of Lin to serve,
and it was not like him to let Night One keep doing risky things in the dangerous Toulouse, the
biochemist was still stronger than him.



Almand, who had not spoken for a long time, hurried up at this time and said softly, "Dear
Mr. Lin Hao. It's a bit of a pity to exterminate them directly, or else leave it to Jelly to take care
of. After all, in the West, many times underground group members are still of some use."

"Yes, yes. Jelly can help you to take care of it." Finkin-Gate slapped his head, thinking
how confused he was, how he had forgotten about this matter. Jelly was also very strong, and
although he hadn't reached Cyborg, Jelly had been fighting to become one. It was just that the
Gaither family had to train their own team of biochemists, resulting in his mercenary squad not

receiving much care, unless he, Finkin Gaither, could do something that would make the Church

reward him, but unfortunately, to do something that would benefit the Church, that was harder
than the sky, and Finkin Gaither, in such a position, had not even thought about ......
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"Jelly?" Lin Hao was not impressed with this person and frowned.

Finkin-Gate hurriedly explained, afraid of being robbed of his answer, "It's the captain
who protected me, and let me tell you, he's in such a physical condition that he can become a
half-orc if he gets biochemical crystals."

"Biochemical matter crystals. This I know, a crystal-like thing that will manifest after a
half-orc dies." This Lin Hao knew, that day when he killed Tui Tena, Tui Tena's body had white
crystalline fragments inside, at that time Lin Hao did not bother to pick it up, nor was he curious,
and also felt dirty ......

"Can't imagine Mr. Lin Hao this thing." Finkin Gat said braggingly.



Lin Hao shook his head, "After I killed an Orc, it manifested inside him."

"What!" William Young shouted in shock, having killed the Orc.

He had only just finished shouting when he was given a slap by Finkin Gat, "What's the
point of shouting. Mr. Lin is terrifyingly strong, he can even beat a high-level cyborg, and he still
can't kill an Orc?" After Finkin-Gate finished speaking, his heart also stuttered, what, killed one?
This beaten and killed, or two different things ......

Then Finkin-Gate's tiny eyes looked at Lin Hao and found that there was no killing intent

inside Lin Hao's eyes, which made him swallow a little.

Bastian looked at Finkin-Gate's small appearance and also smiled lightly with his head

down.

"You guys call Jelly over." Lin Hao instructed to Almand.

Almand immediately took out his phone and made a call with Jelly.

After the two of them chatted for a few moments, Almão said, "Jelly is in the cabin, he
said he would be able to come up in thirty seconds." To be honest Armand would not have

believed that a man could run from more than twenty metres under the cabin to the top floor of the
ship if he had not seen Jelly's physical condition.



Twenty-eight seconds later, Jelly made a climb from above the fence, flipped in the air

and landed, he saw Lin Hao and immediately shouted respectfully, "Mr. Lin, I heard you wanted

to see me for something."

This man's physical quality was indeed good, not bad compared to that of Pushtna's
body. The kind of outburst that Twitterna had that day had made him suspicious, thinking that he
must be more than just a simple half-orc. But suspicion was suspicion, a little half-orc who was
already dead. He didn't give it a second thought. The reason why he sized up Jelly was because
Almand said he could assist Lin Hao in tending to his underground strength under the control of
Toulouse, and then reach the point of making the Church care about him.

"It's not that big a deal. In the distance the 'X' group is fighting in the more tropic, and
they will be destroyed later. Making them disappear straight away would be a loss for the Church,
and would remove one less thing for me to use. So Armand said to let you help me take care of

it, but of course I won't let you help me for nothing, I've heard that the Church eats to bestow a

certain strength of tissue biochemicals crystals. If you are in charge of the underground forces and
I easily enter the church, I will give you all the biochemical matter crystals that he has bestowed."
Lin Hao said. He did not care about biochemical crystals at all, Chinese people, although by now,
there is no longer that kind of concept of the body's hair and parents, but for the mutation ah, sex
change ah, still difficult to accept.

"No, no. Mr. Lin just needs one, just one." Jelly shouted excitedly at hearing this, refusing
repeatedly. He was now preparing to receive the birth? er Ai Di zero zero zero zero closed service?
Chemical substance crystals implanted, just because he had been suffering from the lack of

biological substance crystals, and thus could not become a half-orc ......

"It's useless to me whether I use it or not." Lin Hao waved his hand and said.



At the same time, he instructed to Jelly, "I'm going to take you into the location of their

firefight. You can also call out for your men to come."

"Good, good."
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